
GCE - UNIT 4 – TEXT IN PERFORMANCE – WJEC   

LIVE THEATRE
DESIGN / SET:
What type of stage was used for the production?  Would this type of stage work for your set text? Why? Who designed the set?  What did the set convey? Did the play’s themes appear in the set – e.g. loneliness of 
character, addiction, poverty etc.  Would some of these ideas work as a set for your play? Which parts of the set influenced you and why? What colours were in the set? What atmosphere was being created? Would these 
colours work for your design? What was the style of the set - was it naturalistic / symbolic / minimalistic? What style do you want to use your set text? What influences from the production are on your design?
THE ACTORS:
Did the actors’ performance influence your choice of actor / actors for your set text? Why? What influenced you:
 - the way they used their voice?
 - the way they used movement?
 - the interaction between different characters?
THE DIRECTING:
Did the director successfully interpreted the play?  What type of play was it? Did the play affect you?  What style was being used – was it successful? Did the production move well – e.g. tempo change, emotion, etc. in 
order to maintain your interest? Was there something you didn’t like about the directing? Who was the director? Have you seen his work before? Do you like his style?
COSTUME, HAIR AND MAKE-UP:
What type of costume, hair and make‐up did they have – what period?  What was the style of the production? Who was responsible for the costumes?  Was there a specific colour throughout the production?  Did you 
think the character would wear the kind of clothes they had?
Choose a scene from the play and explain how costumes, hair and make‐up were used to create a character and convey the meaning of the play.  
LIGHTING AND SOUND:
Did the LX and SFX add to the atmosphere of the play? The LX – lighting – how was the appropriate atmosphere created? Was there a special colour?  Gobo?  At what % was the light?  What was happening at the end of 
a scene?
The SFX – sound. Was music a part of the play?  At the beginning / end / part of the play to create an atmosphere?  What kind of music? Who composed it? Was the music used under the dialogue –underscore?  Did 
this add to the atmosphere?  Was there another sound – the sound of a car, a dog barking, a phone singing?  How effective were they? Was there singing as part of the production?  Was the singing successful? Which 
elements of the SFX and LX influenced you and could be used for your set text?
AUDIENCE REACTION:
What impression was left on the audience – did they leave happy, annoyed, stunned?  What impression do you want to leave for the your set text? Would this work for your set text?
Did this production appeal to a contemporary audience?  The play may belong to a certain period, but how did the director, set designer, sound, light, costume, hair and make-up succeed in making the play relevant to 
today’s audience?
USEFUL / KEY SCENES:
Which scene /scenes have influenced you in terms of ideas, style, use of set, props, LX, SFX, ideas on how to move from one scene to another etc.  How would the particular scene work in terms of influence on your set 
text?

TOP TIPS- LIVE THEATRE
It’s vital that you go and see as many live performances as you can. This is how you will see ideas and performances that will inspire you and influence your personal ideas. Watch plays of all kinds so that you can see a 
variety of actors at work, interesting and inspiring directing and incredible designs of sets, and a technical side that is innovative. Use these influences and ideas when performing, directing and designing your installation 
plays. Remember that you must always justify your choices. Try going to one of the big theatres to see standard professional work or see NTLive’s incredible productions. This is the best way to develop creative thinking 
so that you can enter the exam full of confidence.

TASK: LIVE THEATRE
Section A
• Question (a) (ii) will ask you to analyse and evaluate how any live theatre productions you have 

seen have influenced your choices for question (a) (i). That could be as an actor, director or 
designer.

Section B
• Question (ii) will ask you to analyse and evaluate how any live theatre productions you have seen 

have influenced your interpretation in question (i).
• You will need to discuss at least one live production.

INTRODUCTION:
This Unit is worth 24% of the final 
qualification. You will study two plays 
from a list of six for the exam. There 
will be two sections, sections A and 
B on the examination paper and 
you can decide which text to use for 
either section A or B. Remember that 
you must answer on different plays 
for sections A and B.

WHAT DOES A CONTEMPORARY AUDIENCE 
MEAN?
‘Contemporary’ does not mean you have to 
modernise the play or create a radical, original 
concept that is completely different from the 
original production. But how would you make 
the production relevant and accessible to today’s 
contemporary audience?

REMINDER
• 2 hour 30 minute examination paper - June - 95 MARKS
• You will need to take a clean copy of the play to the examination.


